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ABSTRACT

Introduction:

Nowadays, medical sciences and physicians face a huge amount of data.
Diabetes is one of the most expensive glands in the world. Since it is not
always easy to diagnose the disease, the physician should examine the
outcome of patient tests and decisions made in the past for patients with
similar conditions to make an appropriate decision. Due to the large
number of patients and the multiple tests performed on each patient, an
automated tool for exploring previous patients is needed.

Material and Methods:
One of the most important methods used to derive data is data mining. Due
to the high number of diabetic patients, timely diagnosis and treatment of
this disease can reduce the risk of death and its associated medical costs. So
far, different systems have been proposed for the diagnosis and prediction
of diabetes, but fuzzy logic based systems are used in this study to increase
accuracy and efficiency. In the proposed model, fuzzy clustering is first
grouped into separate clusters, and then the radial neural network is
predicted for each patient with diabetes mellitus. A compatible neuro-fuzzy
inference system has also been used to diagnose diabetes.

Results:
In this paper different classification techniques have been used in MATLAB
software to diagnose diabetes mellitus and to classify patients as diabetic
and nondiabetic. The dataset used is extracted from the UCI database. The
accuracy of the proposed method is 97.14% which is significantly higher
than other models of diabetes diagnosis.

Conclusion:

The application of two fuzzy models has significantly improved the
accuracy of diagnosis of diabetes compared to other models proposed in
this field.
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INTRODUCTION
The intensity of competition in the scientific, social,
economic, political and military spheres has doubled
the importance of speed or time of access to
information. Therefore, the need to design systems
that are capable of quickly discovering information
of interest to users with an emphasis on minimal
human intervention, on the one hand, and turning to
analytical methods commensurate with the bulk of
data on the other hand, makes good sense.

Currently, data mining is the most important
technology for the efficient, accurate and rapid
utilization of bulk data and its importance is
increasing. Data mining is the bridge between
statistics science, computer science, artificial
intelligence, pattern recognition, machine learning.
Identifying the factors that influence the success and
effectiveness of medicines and medical practices is
one of the topics that has attracted the attention of
researchers in various fields of medicine, statistics
and computer science in recent years.
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Each of these disciplines, using a set of laws and
relationships related to their field, examines and
predicts the factors affecting the effectiveness of
medications and medical practices on various
patients; however, among different methods, the use
of soft computing and relatively new sciences such
as data mining have shown better results and have
the power to provide interpretations and results
that can be milestones in medical knowledge.
The incidence of diabetes has more than doubled in
the last ten years worldwide, with about 200 million
people suffering from the disease, and the
prevalence of diabetes worldwide is increasing by
about six percent annually. Given that diabetes is a
very chronic disease and causes irreparable damage
to vital organs and organs, the use of intelligent data
mining tools can improve detection and control
methods. Illness is a great help to doctors. Research
shows that 80 percent of chronic type 2 diabetes can
be prevented or delayed by early identification of atrisk people. Diabetes is the fourth leading cause of
death in most developed countries [1]. According to
the World Diabetes Federation statistics in 2012,
more than 371 million people worldwide have
diabetes, with an increase every year, with more
than half of those without diabetes aware of their
illness. It costs more than $ 470 billion for diabetic
patients. It causes 50 million deaths. Also, according
to the 2013 census, more than 6 million Iranians
have diabetes [2].
Given the prevalence of type 2 diabetes around the
world, the use of new methods in biomedical
research has become increasingly popular. Data
mining represents a significant advancement in the
types of analytical tools available and is considered
as a valid, sensitive and reliable method for
discovering patterns and their binary relationships
[3]. Today, data mining tools are used extensively to
understand marketing patterns, customer behavior,
review patient data, and identify fraud. Increased
accuracy of diagnosis, cost reduction and reduction
of human resources have been proven as advantages
of data mining in medical analysis by euthanasia [4,
5].
Using smart data and data mining methods, this
study seeks to discover part of the hidden
knowledge by analyzing data collected for diabetes
and to improve its diagnosis. The structure of the
article will be described in five sections. The first
part deals with this area, the second part deals with
tools and materials. In the third part, the proposed
method will be discussed and finally the fourth and
fifth sections are devoted to the evaluation of the
method and the conclusion of the work.

MATERIAL AND METHODS
In order to elucidate the structure of the proposed
Front Health Inform, 2019; 8(1): e24
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method, it is necessary to first mention the basic
materials and methods, so in this section we
describe these in order to develop the proposed
model.
Clustering
Clustering is one of the branches of unsupervised
learning and is a process of automation in which the
samples are divided into clusters whose members
are similar to each other. A cluster is therefore a set
of objects in which the objects are similar to each
other and are not similar to the objects in the other
clusters. For similarity, different criteria can be
considered, for example, the distance criterion can
be used for clustering, and objects that are closer to
one another can be considered as a cluster based on
this type of clustering, based on clustering. For
example, in Fig. 1, each of the small circles
represents a vehicle (object) and denotes the whole
coordinate system where the specimens are
represented.

Fig 1: Clustering different data into different groups

Reduced fuzzy clustering
The fuzzy clustering algorithm is one of the most
important methods used to identify an unsupervised
pattern. Following the definition of fuzzy sets by
Zadeh [6], the first step in this direction was taken
by Raspini in 1969 [7]. In recent questions this
method has been used in a wide range of areas
including pattern classification, fuzzy control and
machine vision.
In classical clustering, each input sample belongs to
one and only one cluster and cannot be a member of
two or more clusters. For example, in Fig. 1 each of
the vehicles is a member of one cluster and the
samples are not members of two clusters and do not
overlap in other languages. Now consider a case
where the similarity of a sample to two or more
clusters is the same. In classical clustering, it should
be decided which cluster this sample belongs to. The
main difference between classical clustering and
fuzzy clustering is that one sample can belong to
more than one cluster. To illustrate, consider Fig. 4.
If the input samples conform to the above figure, it is
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clear that the data can be divided into several
clusters, but the problem is that some of the data
specified in the middle can be more than one cluster.
Therefore, it is necessary to decide which cluster the
data belongs to, the right cluster, or the left cluster;
but if using fuzzy clustering the target data belongs
to the 0.5 cluster of the right cluster and the same
cluster of the left cluster. Another difference is that,
for example, the input specimens on the right of Fig.
2 can also be of a very low degree of belonging to the
left cluster, which is the same for the specimens on
the left. There are various techniques for fuzzy
clustering that FCM algorithm is one of the most
common and fastest, but the main limitation of this
method is the need to determine the initial number
of clusters [8].

usually greater than ra. For this reason, the density
of other points near the first cluster is reduced and
the next highest density data is selected as the
center of the next cluster. The density of the
remaining points is calculated based on their
distance from the center of the cluster. Therefore,
the final formula for calculating the potential of each
point can be calculated as follows:
(3)
In the above relation xi is the center of the ith cluster
and pi is the potential of this point. The process of
finding new clusters continues until a sufficient
number of clusters are found. The termination
condition of the algorithm is that the potential of all
remaining points is less than the fraction of the
center potential of the first cluster [10]:
(4)
Neural Network RBF
A well-known type of neural network can be called
radial-based networks. Radial networks based on
the post-propagation network need more neurons,
but their advantage is at shorter design times than
standard post-propagation networks. These
networks exhibit remarkable performance when
training vectors are very large [11]. A radius-based
grid with the input R is shown in Fig 3.

Fig 2: Cluster overlap

The reduced clustering algorithm does not need to
specify the number of clusters and guesses the initial
centers and number of clusters and optimizes them
during the algorithm [9]. In this method, each data is
assumed to be the potential center of the cluster and
its density is calculated based on the surrounding
data. For this purpose, the primary potential of each
data set is defined as follows:

(1)
Given the above relationship, any data with the
highest density is selected as the first center of the
cluster. Assuming x1 * is the first cluster with
potential p1 *, the density of the other data is
calculated as follows:

(2)
In the above relation, rb is a constant value, which is
Front Health Inform, 2019; 8(1): e24

Fig 3: RBF neural network

The input of radial neurons differs from that of
perceptron neurons. For these input neurons, the
radial transfer function is the distance vector
between the weights vector W and the input vector
p multiplied by b. The base radius neuron transfer
function is as follows:
(5)

radbas(n) = e^(-n^2)
This function is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 4: Radial Transfer Function

This function has a maximum value of 1 with zero
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input. Thus, by decreasing the distance between W
and p, the output of the radial transfer function
increases. Thus, the radius-based neuron acts as a
diagnostic of the matching of W and p. That is, when
W and p are equal, the radial transfer function
produces an output of 1. The value of b bias allows
adjusting the sensitivity of the base radius neuron.
For example, if a neuron has a bias value of 0.1, the
output of the neuron for the distance 0.8326
between W and p will be 0.5. Because by multiplying
the bias by 8.326 0.1, the value is 0.8326, with the
output of the base radius function being 0.5. Now if
the bias is 0.2 for a distance of 4.163, the output is
0.5, which means that the sensitivity of the neuron
has increased.
ANFIS Network
Because of their special structure, neural networks
have great ability to learn, adapt and expand, but in
many cases they have higher education time. On the
other hand, in designing fuzzy systems, they benefit
from linguistic concepts and innovative rules and do
not require training, but choosing the best
membership functions is one of the major
drawbacks of these systems, with no need for
training, capability. Adaptation eliminates them, so
the advantages and disadvantages of each of the
neural networks and fuzzy systems have led the
researchers to combine them. The purpose is to
achieve the benefits of both, while eliminating the
shortcomings of each of them through other
features. Neural networks that use fuzzy inputs and
outputs and are used to perform addition or
multiplication of fuzzy generalized rules, are known
as fuzzy neural networks and fuzzy systems using
neural networks. Training is known as neural
network. Since neural networks (especially
multilayer perceptron neural networks) are
themselves a special case of adaptive networks, so if
in a fuzzy system the membership functions of the
adaptive networks are trained and utilized in the
past, adapted to them, the system will be the result
of an adaptive fuzzy inference system (adaptive
neural fuzzy network). In fact, in the adaptive fuzzy
inference system, the necessity of purely empirical
selection of membership functions is eliminated,
although experience reduces training time [12].
In this paper, we combine fuzzy clustering
algorithms and RBF neural network to improve the
separation of healthy individuals from diabetic
patients. To do this, we first divide the data by the
fuzzy clustering algorithm into a certain number of
clusters. Each cluster represents part of the data
space. In each cluster, the data is arranged in a
distance from the center of the cluster, respectively.
Then, the data for each cluster are divided into 3
categories: training, validation and experiment. The
number of clusters is obtained by a reduced
clustering algorithm. The steps of applying this
Front Health Inform, 2019; 8(1): e24
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algorithm to the data are as follows:
1.

The target data including diabetic patients are
clustered by fuzzy clustering algorithm.

2.

Thus the centers of the clusters Cj (j = 1,2, ..., k)
and the degree of membership of each data to
the center of the cluster μij are obtained.

3.

If µij> µjl is  ؛l = 1,2,… k, l ≠ j,. 2 Then Si is placed
in the cluster j. (All data are segmented into K
clusters).

4.

The data in cluster j are sorted in descending
order by the degree of membership relative to
the center of Cj. Then the sorted data are
divided into three groups as percentages
(training, validation, and testing).

5.

Repeat step 3 until all data is clustered.

6.

The training set is used for network training

Assessment
The proposed model of this paper identifies people
with diabetes using fuzzy clustering algorithms and
RBF neural network as well as ANFIS neuro-fuzzy
inference system. Each network (two separate
models) is combined with fuzzy clustering
algorithm. All of the above algorithms have been
implemented in MATLAB R 2015b software
environment. To evaluate this model, classification
criteria for Pima dataset have been calculated and
compared with other studies.
In binary classification, each classifier tries to
correctly classify the input data into two classes of
positive (p) and negative (n). Table 1 shows the
outputs of the binary classifiers and their specific
terms.
Table 1: Binary classifier outputs and their specific
terms

Classification of
the proposed model
With Error
Without Error

Real categorization
With Error
TP
FN

Without Error
FP
TN

The parameters used in Table 1 are defined as
follows:
TP: The number of classes with errors, which are
correctly predicted error prone.
FP: The number of error-free classes, which are
mistakenly predicted by error.
TN: Number of error-free classes, which are
correctly predicted error prone.
FN: The number of error-prone classes, which are
mistakenly predicted error-prone.
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Table 2: Pima Database Specifications

Accuracy
The accuracy criterion is the ratio of the number of
correctly predicted classes (including error-free and
error-free) to the total number of classes [13]. The
criterion of accuracy (or success rate) is to measure
the overall prediction accuracy obtained from the 6
relationship.
(6)
Sensitivity

Database
Specifications

Multivariable

Feature
Specifications

Natural and
real numbers

Related tasks

Classification

number
of
samples
Number
of
features
Missing
data

768

theme

life

8

Data
time

1990

Yes

Number
of visits

115087

This collection was developed by the National
Institute of Diabetes, Digestive and Kidney Disease
Prediction and has all of the following data:


They are women.



They are at least 21 years' old



The diabetes dataset contains 768 samples
with 8 features and one binary label for
each of the features. Class 1 labeled positive
test for diabetes. The database features are
as follows:

Specificity



The number of pregnancies

Like the sensitivity criterion, this criterion is also
used to measure the accuracy of the prediction
model, which is the percentage of classes that are
correctly predicted error prone.



Blood glucose levels per hour in oral
glucose replacement test



Diastolic blood pressure in millimeters of
mercury

(8)



The precision criterion represents the number of
error-prone classes correctly predicted by the model
as error-prone. The best value is 1. Moreprecision,
less FP.

Thickness of the skin in the triceps in
millimeters (a measure to estimate the
amount of obesity measured on the right
arm and between the elbow and the
shoulder)



Serum insulin for two hours (mu U / ml)



Body Mass Index (BMI) by weight / kg / m2
/m

(9)



The function of hereditary diabetes



Age by year

This criterion shows the sensitivity of the prediction
model and is defined as the percentage of correctly
predicted error-prone classes. The sensitivity
criterion is calculated according to the following
relation:
(7)

Precision

Recall
Recall, the number of error-prone classes correctly
identified as error-prone. The best value is 1. High
recall rate means lower FN [13].

The mean and standard deviation of the data in the
Pima database are as shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Mean and standard deviation of data in Pima
database

(10)
Database
The Pima Indians Diabetes Data Set dataset
provided by the UCI University Machine Learning
Archive is used to prepare the standard dataset for
system implementation and testing.
Summary of the specifications of this database is
presented in the Table 2.

Feature Number

average

Standard deviation

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

3.8
120.9
69.1
20.5
79.8
32
0.5
32.2

3.4
32
19.4
16
115.2
7.9
0.3
11.8

For the Pima dataset the baseline settings of the RBF
network and the number of clusters are in
accordance with Table 4.

Front Health Inform, 2019; 8(1): e24
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Table 4: Basic RBF Network Settings
Pima database
0
45

Goal
Spread

15

Number of Neurons

20

Number of clusters

RESULTS
With the adjustments of the Pima dataset, we
measured against the quality assessment criteria
introduced in the previous section, the results of
which are presented in Fig. 5.
As is clear from the figure, the hybrid model
accurately separates healthy and susceptible
diabetic patients.

Fig 5: Quality Evaluation Results of Fuzzy Clustering and
RBF Combined Algorithm

Evaluation of ANFIS Inference System

Comparison of the proposed model and other
algorithms
In this section, we evaluate and compare the quality
of the methods used in this paper with other
algorithms for the diagnosis of diabetes.
Table 5: Comparison of Performance Criteria of
Proposed Model and Algorithms Used in Diagnosis of
Diabetes

specification

Front Health Inform, 2019; 8(1): e24

Fig 7: Quality Evaluation Results of ANFIS Neuro-Fuzzy
Inference System

sensitivity

In this study, we used Gussmf Gussian membership
function with 8 input variables and three
membership functions for each of them and 600
iterations to generate the desired output (Fig. 6).
Different combinations of the number and type of
membership functions have been investigated and
finally the optimal model has been used for training
the ANFIS system. The hybrid method is also used to
train the model, which is a combination of neural
and fuzzy networks.

In this section, the ANFIS neuro-fuzzy inference
system was used to identify susceptible individuals
in the Pima database. Fig. 7 shows the results of the
criteria for accuracy, sensitivity, specificity and
recall for this system.

Precision

There are two methods of grid partitioning and subclustering to use the fuzzy system. The major
difference between these two methods is how to
select the fuzzy membership function. In the
network discretization method, the type and
number of input vector functions are specified by
the user, but in the partial clustering method, the
type and number of input functions are input
according to the characteristics of the input
information and the classifications contained in it.
They are determined by the fuzzy inference system
itself.

Fig 6: Reduce model error rate by increasing the number
of iterations

80.07

74

84.37

-

84.61
91.53
97.93

83.33
92.42
97.73

85.18
91.19
98.01

-

Fuzzy Clustering+RBF

96.1

95.24

96.86

ANFIS

97.14

96.54

97.56

Algorithm

Modified feed forward
neural network
LDA+ANFIS
MLPNN
Mixture of experts

Proposed
Model
Proposed
Model

As illustrated in the Table 5, fuzzy logic-based
methods have significant efficacy in the diagnosis of
diabetes.
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Table 6: Comparison of the accuracy of machine learning
techniques used in the diagnosis of diabetes

Machine learning
methods

Database

Tools

Precision
(%)

Naïve bayes
Adaboost

Pima
Pima

Weka
Weka

79.56
77.86

SVM

Pima

MatLab

78

GA+fuzzy Logic

Pima

MatLab

87

ANFIS

Pima

MatLab

97.14

DISCUSSION
The health industry is continually generating a large
amount of data, and people who encounter this type
of data have found that there is a wide gap between
their collection and their interpretation. Data mining
in medicine and biology is an important part of
biomedical informatics and is one of the most
applied computer sciences used in hospitals, clinics,
laboratories, and research centers [14].
Until now, various machine learning approaches
have been used to diagnose diseases as a decision
support system along with the expertise of
physicians. Fig. 8 illustrates some of the methods
used in this field. In recent years, data mining
methods have been helpful to diabetes and diabetic
patients. In the following, a number of very valid
scientific research on the applications of data mining
in diabetes are reviewed and a summary is provided.
In 2006, Mr. Sue and his colleagues were able to
accurately diagnose diabetes based on four data
mining methods: artificial neural networks, decision
tree, logistic regression, and dependence rules, using
3D body images. In this study, three-dimensional
and two-dimensional photographs were taken of all
the organs of different individuals (diabetic patients
and healthy subjects). Variables such as: abdominal
surface, leg circumference, hand volume, etc. were
extracted from these photographs. These variables
were assigned to the four algorithms, and finally,
using these algorithms, the researchers were able to
predict 89% accurately based on three-dimensional
and two-dimensional images of the body whether
the person was suffering from type 2 diabetes [15].

Fig 8: Machine Learning Methods Used in Diagnosis of
Diseases
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One of the advantages of this method of diagnosis of
type 2 diabetes is that people with suspected disease
do not need blood tests. The researchers also came
up with rules that could help diagnose type 2
diabetes in people. For example, they extracted data
such as "If abdominal volume = x and leg volume = y
and breast area = z then 90% of patients have type 2
diabetes"; also in 2009 Purnami et al. Support
vectors were able to accurately diagnose 93% of
people with type 2 diabetes [16]. Their data were
from 768 patients and used eight variables including
their blood pressure and their insulin levels to
predict. Using the same support vector machine,
Brakat and his colleagues, one year later, in 2010,
were able to improve the accuracy of the diagnosis
and accurately diagnose 94% of people with type 2
diabetes. They extracted their research data from
the data of 4682 clients and included variables such
as gender, BMI, blood pressure, cholesterol and
blood glucose [17].
In 2010, some Thai researchers using the decision
tree were able to accurately diagnose more than
90% of metabolic syndrome in individuals. They
entered data for 5638 individuals into the algorithm
for this purpose. At the end of the study, they also
discovered rules that could be more accurately
diagnosed in patients.
The researchers were also able to derive a set of
rules for the diagnosis of type 2 diabetes, which
could in the future replace medical diagnostic
guidelines and assist physicians in the diagnosis of
diabetes [18].
In 2001, Richards and colleagues reviewed the first
observations in the hospital and the early death of
diabetic patients. They reviewed information
records for 21,000 patients. Using the rules of
association rules, it was discovered that these rules
were not commonly accepted by physicians, but
when these rules were proven, physicians welcomed
them. [19]
One of the articles that has been cited more than 35
times is the article by Barry-Ouell et al. They used
the decision tree method and obtained attractive
results, including "the most important variable for
controlling age-related blood glucose" [20].
Icelandic researchers, using data mining techniques,
especially the decision tree, concluded that HbA1c
levels are the only important variable that improves
blood glucose control in response to patient
education [21]. Huang et al. also investigated the
variables affecting blood glucose control using data
mining methods. They used the decision tree and
simple Bayes to analyze the data. They concluded
that variables such as age, duration of disease
diagnosis, need for insulin treatment, blood glucose
and diet were the most important factors affecting
blood glucose control [22].
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Fig. 9 shows some of the machine learning methods
used to diagnose diabetes, along with the accuracy of
the paper and the year of publication.
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